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Abstract. The lack of a semantic alignment between collaborating small and
medium enterprises causes frequent misinterpretations when exchanging informa-
tion in the form of documents. If these companies are to achieve a seamless semantic
alignment by exchanging documents, we should employ a conceptual model which
does not rely on agreeing in advance on a centralised standard for document contents
and format, but instead allows individual companies to maintain localised ontologies
structuring their own documents allowing the companies to automatically establish
a semantic alignment between pairs of collaborating companies, taking into account
the ripple effects that such an alignment could trigger. In this article we demon-
strate how the conceptual model of devolved ontology is engineered and tested to
support such a scenario: we show how we have engineered the devolved ontology
through a case study, and present experimental results on the document alignment
intrinsically needed for this.
Keywords: Devolved ontology, seamless semantic alignment, document structure
representation
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1 INTRODUCTION
When companies, especially small and medium enterprises (SMEs), exchange infor-
mation in the form of documents it is common that information misinterpretations
occur. These misinterpretations emerge when a document misses information the
receiver is expecting but the sender thought it irrelevant. They also happen when
the document contains information the sender thought important but the receiver
considers it as useless. As a result there is a lack of semantic alignment between the
collaborating companies.
Semantic alignment has been addressed by others, for instance by merging on-
tologies (cf. [4]) or encouraging companies to use the same standard for representing
their internal information (cf. [12]). Yet these solutions render problematic for SMEs
because these would need to create specialised mapping rules between the compa-
nies’ ontologies before any collaboration, and incur in elevated costs for standardising
their internal information, respectively. Consequently there is a need for an approach
to allow companies to automatically reach a semantic alignment seamlessly based
on the documents they exchange.
In this article we demonstrate how an approach called devolved ontology [15] is
engineered and tested to allow a seamless semantic alignment between collaborating
SMEs. We evaluate our implementation in two stages: first we show experimental
results on the document alignment process inherent to the approach using a pool
of business documents. Then we present a case study in which we show how the
semantic alignment occurs between any two SMEs even when one of them is outside
the network of already semantically aligned partners. This work has been car-
ried out within the scope of the European Commission-funded project Commius1
(Community-based Interoperability Utility for SMEs), grant agreement No. 213876.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: the preliminaries of the ontological
representation of documents and the devolved ontology are presented in Section 2.
Then Section 3 illustrates how the devolved ontology has been engineered describing
the necessary functionality to its support: document alignment and semantic nego-
tiation. Sections 4 and 5 then report on the evaluation of both functionalities by
means of experiments and a case study, respectively. Then a discussion is presented
in Section 6 along with a brief description of the related work, before concluding the
paper in Section 7.
2 PRELIMINARIES
SMEs have a different set of types of documents which they typically use and are
interested in. When pairs of SMEs exchange information in the form of documents,
e.g. in e-mail communication, the potential cost involved in fully aligning their docu-
ments render this unfeasible. The fact that companies are exchanging documents
and not formal ontology structures does however require certain adaptation. In
1 http://www.commius.eu/
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particular the nature of the objects exchanged during the communication is crucial.
In general there is far more information within a full e-mail, and especially any
attached documents, than in a single ontology concept.
A solution for this setting therefore should purposefully avoid trying to formally
describe all the contents of a document, yet it should characterise the forms of
information contained within. Indeed the devolved ontology [15] is in line with this
idea as described below.
2.1 Devolved Ontology
The devolved ontology [15] is an approach to deal with the problem of ensuring
that multiple, dynamically changing groups of individuals or agents can successfully
communicate. The problem itself has been widely studied, cf. [1, 19], yet typically
the solution has been to assume that all communication between the agents uses
concepts drawn from a single, fixed ontology (cf. [10]). This approach is suitable for
closed systems, whilst for open systems it either limits the interactions or imposes
ontology evolution costs on all parties involved in the open system to accommodate
new concepts.
The devolved ontology [15] uses a shared understanding of atomic units of in-
formation, also called information tokens, contained in exchanged messages without
the need to ensure that the parties in the conversation share a complete, formal
description of the concepts they plan to use when communicating. Instead the
information tokens are used and every communicating partner is given the responsi-
bility to maintain the set of concepts in which they are interested in communicating
about, thus constructing their ontology as they reach agreements on the concepts
being used.
The main advantage of this approach is its utility for open systems: it offers
a much lower barrier for entry for new partners wishing to interact with an existing
group. In essence the approach uses the following principles:
1. There is a universally agreed set of information tokens which represent a unique,
atomic meaning regardless of the values they can take. This set forms the
foundation for communication between agents.
2. The agents can combine any number of information tokens to create arbitrary
concepts and thus ontologies. More details about the ontologies will be given in
Section 2.2.
3. Every agent is responsible for maintaining their individual ontology and can
include whichever concepts they wish within this.
These principles are depicted in Figure 1. In general when an agent receives
a concept from other agent, the former will try to map that concept into its own
ontology to derive the semantics, driving a meaningful response. Notice that the
concepts are likely to be different from agent to agent, yet they all are characterised
with the information tokens.




























Fig. 1. Principles of the devolved ontology. The information tokens are used to characterise
concepts and ontologies on an individual basis.
The above principles set the basis for creating concepts and ontologies. Yet en-
suring that dynamic changing groups of agents communicate successfully, individual
ontologies need to be aligned and consequently specialised. In a group of agents this
will tend to a common ontology, however its creation is devolved to the individual
pairs of communicating agents as described by the remaining principles below of the
devolved ontology [15]:
4. An initial ontology (if any) shared by the agents allows each agent to specialise
from it in a manner appropriate to the agent’s interest.
5. The overlap between the ontologies of two or more communicating agents serves
as a shared basis of understanding between collaborators.
An individual (owned) ontology allows an agent to specify its own concepts ac-
cording to its own interests. Obviously the agent benefits from it as the agent thinks
is best. Nevertheless this does not deter a successful and meaningful communica-
tion because the agents can overlap their ontologies ensuring a semantic alignment as
long as they share an initial ontology based on the information tokens. In summary
the generation of the final, extended ontology is devolved to independent agents by
allowing them to overlap specialised versions of an initial ontology. This is shown
in Figure 2.
In a practical sense the overlap between the ontologies of any set of collaborating
agents will increase over time. In this way the devolved ontology approach provides
a balance between the need for a low barrier to initial entry and a long term yet
evolving, semantic alignment. Still there are the questions of how to represent
the ontologies, and how to define the information tokens. This is explained in the
following subsections.









Fig. 2. Principles of the devolved ontology. Nodes in grey represent the concepts from the
original ontology. The overlap between specialised ontologies function as the basis for
a semantic alignment.
2.2 Representing Ontologies Using Formal Concept Analysis
In [15] the precise technique used to map incoming concepts to the internal ontolo-
gical structures in each agent is based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [23]. It is
a mathematical theory commonly used for representing knowledge and identifying
conceptual structures such as ontologies [14]. We briefly present its main elements.
A formal context [23] is defined as a triple K := (G,M, I) where G is a set of
objects, M is a set of attributes, and I ⊆ G ×M is the set of binary relations
between the elements of the two.
A formal concept [23] within the context K as a pair (A,B) where A ⊆ G is
a subset of objects and B ⊆ M is a subset of attributes. Then the relations
A = B⊳ and B = A⊲ are valid where A⊲ is the set of attributes possessed by all
objects in A, B⊳ represents the set of objects possessing all the attributes in B.
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The sub concept - super concept relation [23] is a partial order represented
as (A1, B1) ≤ (A2, B2) where the concept (A1, B1) is a sub concept of (A2, B2)
if A1 ⊆ A2 which is equivalent to B2 ⊆ B1. Likewise, (A2, B2) can be called
a super concept of (A1, B1).
A formal context K can be represented with a table depicting the object set and
the attribute set in the first column and in the first row, respectively. A Boolean
value at a row and column intersection (a cell) indicates that the object contains that
attribute. Additionally the same context K can be depicted as a concept lattice [23].
Both representations are shown in Figure 3.
(a) Context table (b) Concept lattice
Fig. 3. Representations of a formal context K
Of particular interest is the concept lattice in Figure 3(b) where formal concepts
are represented by nodes. The attributes contained in the path all the way up to
the top node belong to the set B of a concept (A,B), whereas the objects included
in the path all the way down to the bottom node belong to the set A of the same
concept (A,B). Then we can say that the concept represented by the node with
Doc 1 and Doc 2 is a super concept of that represented by the node with Doc 5
because the former concept is composed by Doc 1, Doc 2, and Doc 5, in contrast to
the latter formed only by Doc 5.
2.3 Ontological Representation of Documents
In order to use FCA for representing the ontological structures of documents we
need to choose a set of well defined information tokens, as the devolved ontology
dictates, to use as attributes within FCA. In the literature there are efforts trying to
standardise document representations aiming at automating information exchange
between companies, cf. RossetaNet2 and ebXML [12]. In this article we simply use
one of such efforts.
The Core Components standard [18] proposes a methodology for identifying
and characterising key business data as semantic descriptors. It also introduces an
2 http://www.rossetanet.org
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initial set of these which can be written in XML. In essence a core component is
a meaningful semantic building block used for electronic transactions [18]. There
are three types of core components: basic, aggregate, and association. The first one
refers to a datum with a specific meaning regardless of the business context, for
instance
<City>London</City>
has a clear meaning by itself. An aggregate core component is a collection of basic






groups three basic core components and portrays a different meaning than the basic
core components by themselves. Finally, an association core component creates
a link between any two aggregate core components by including one of them as part













Notice that the two address semantic descriptors have a different meaning from
each other even when the aggregate core component they represent is the same. The
difference relies on the structure they form part of, which in turn gives a specific
meaning to each of them resembling a hierarchy.
Clearly a document represented by core components in XML already contains
a structure with a unique meaning allowing the core components to function as
information tokens for the devolved ontology. Yet the core components need to
be used as attributes for FCA. We do this by considering the hierarchical paths
from the XML root element to each of the basic core components in the XML
document. Using an infix notation we convert the above XML excerpt into attributes
as follows







where a dot (‘.’) represents an aggregation to a specific basic core component and
a hyphen (‘-’) denotes an association between the connected aggregate core compo-
nents. We have called this representation CC paths [6] which each of them portrays
a specific information token contained in a document.
Notice that neither the devolved ontology nor FCA make any reference to the
actual data, but only to the information tokens used. We leave the conversion of the
actual (business) documents into XML out of the scope of this article. We assume
that existing efforts address it already, cf. [9], thus we consider the CC paths as the
universally agreed information tokens for the devolved ontology.
3 ENGINEERING THE DEVOLVED ONTOLOGY
TO THE SEMANTIC ALIGNMENT OF SMES
The devolved ontology approach represents a powerful means of ensuring a commu-
nication within groups of agents in open systems. Within the context of collabora-
tion networks of SMEs, the goal then is to enable a set of companies to exchange
documents which they mutually understand whilst maintaining their flexibility in
defining the internal structure of those documents. Therefore the devolved ontology
is engineered for this purpose. In order to do this, there are some requirements to
take into consideration:
1. Since SMEs are to reach a semantic alignment each of them possesses an existing
collection of documents represented by CC paths.
2. An SME’s interest on a set of documents with certain characteristics is repre-
sented by a document type, e.g. an invoice or a purchase order.
3. The devolved ontology assumes the agents possess the means to map or include
a concept from one ontology to another. In a practical sense this has to be
devised for an SME.
4. The devolved ontology also assumes that there is an individual benefit in decid-
ing to include a concept [15] and that the mapping of concepts occurs smoothly,
i.e. the agent might decide not to include a concept to its own ontology because
of a low benefit, or in the opposite case it will have no problem including the
concept. In practice all this requires a sophisticated, intelligent implementation
even for the simplest case which is not finding a mapping of a document to any
concept of an existing ontology.
To satisfy the first three requirements, first we need a repository where to put and
organise the SME’s collection of documents represented by CC paths. Then using
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the CC paths an SME is able to define its own document types and to maintain
the relationship between the document types representing which documents in the
repository. We call this repository a semantic core. Additionally, a process for
aligning exchanged documents to the most likely document type is needed. It is
natural to add such a processing to the semantic core. We leave the process of
defining document types using CC paths out of the scope of this article.
Finally, the intelligence required to decide to include a concept to an ontology
calls for a component supported by the semantic core, and with the capability to
engage in intelligent conversations with its peer on the side of another SME. We
simply call this component a negotiator. The devised architecture is presented in
the following subsection.
3.1 Architecture for the Devolved Ontology
Figure 4 shows the conceptual architecture at the SME level, i.e. the necessary
components to support the devolved ontology within a company, namely a semantic















Fig. 4. Conceptual architecture at the SME level
The semantic core of the SME comprises a collection of documents the com-
pany has defined as being important for managing their information internally, and
valuable to detect and process when received. These are sorted by document types
according to their function in the business, e.g. a purchase order. In the context of
the devolved ontology, a document type is represented by a pre-selected FCA con-
cept (cf. [6]) defined by a set of information tokens universally agreed, i.e. the CC
paths explained in Section 2.3. Consequently, the semantic core is implemented as
a combination of a persistent data repository and an FCA implementation for cre-
ating and navigating through a concept lattice. When an SME receives a document
and extracts its CC paths, it first attempts to align it to a document type within its
own semantic core. We have presented a promising technique for this purpose called
the circle of interest [6]. In Section 3.2 we present the details of it to complement
the devolved ontology.
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However when no similar document type can be located, the idea that either
SMEs’ semantic cores should be updated must be considered. For instance a com-
pany may be persistently receiving a type of document for which it has no current
internal document type, but which, on consideration, it would like to include. In this
case it would be useful for the software system to indicate the need for the updating
of the SME’s set of internal documents. In addition an SME sending documents
might usefully learn to add certain additional fields when sending documents to the
same company in the future. In order to help address such issues, the architecture
comes with a negotiation component.
The negotiator is implemented as a reactive software agent which exchanges
messages with negotiators representing other SMEs. Such messages are in the form
of unitary documents possibly sent by e-mail. The basic goal of the negotiation
is to inform the sending company that the document was not understood, and to
subsequently search for alternative document types more aligned with the receiver’s
set of internal documents. Finally it may also result in the receiver of the document
adopting a new internal document type. This will only happen when there is a reason
to expect to receive this document again on a frequent basis. We have presented
the negotiation process in [20]. In Section 3.3 we present its details to complement
the devolved ontology.
The architectural solution to the devolved ontology avoids the use of any cen-
tralised repository of document types. The set of universally agreed information
tokens, including a limited set of seed document types, is instead bundled with
a software distribution implementing our approach, which could be obtained by
a service provider of the solution as depicted in Figure 5.
  











MEs Attempting to enter the 
collaboration network
Fig. 5. Conceptual architecture at the network level
The conceptual architecture at the network level includes a set of SMEs which
use or are able to extract the CC paths from documents. To create this network we
follow these steps.
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Step 1. Two SMEs each download independently the software distribution, to-
gether with the standard set of information tokens.
Step 2. Each company then uses the CC paths to define their own set of internal
document types. When a document is received, the software of the receiving
SME will then attempt to automatically align it with its set of internal document
types.
Step 3. During a normal system operation, when SME A receives a document from
SME B, the software in SME A will analyse the incoming document and attempt
to understand it in terms of its set of internally defined document types.
Step 4. If this is not possible, for instance because the interacting SMEs have
defined different document types, a negotiation process between SME A and
SME B is initiated. This may result in a new document type added to the
repository of SME A.
The intended result of these negotiation processes is that, over time, the sets
of document types recognised by two companies in persistent communication will
align to the extent required for that communication to work efficiently. This can
involve the addition of new document types to either companies set of distinguished
documents or more simply alterations or extensions to the definitions some of their
existing ones.
3.2 Document Alignment
In [6] we presented a study on a technique called the circle of interest for aligning
documents to document types using FCA. In essence an object in FCA represents
a document and its attributes correspond to a collection of CC paths. A document
type then is a pre-selected FCA formal concept. As mentioned earlier, a document
type is defined by the SME interested in it using the CC paths.
Document alignment [6] is the process to determine the document type that
best represents a given document. Notice however that a document could be
represented by more than one document types, yet the process of document
alignment gives the most appropriate one.
The circle of interest [6] of a document to align is that subset of document types
allocated to the existing documents (in the semantic core) that best match the
document to align.
The circle of interest uses the Rough Set Theory (RST) [13] to calculate the
rough membership of an object (i.e. a document) to a “vague” concept, which in
this case is a document type. For the calculations it uses a set of existing documents,
which along with the document to align none can be discerned from one another
when represented by an arbitrary subset of CC paths. Such a collection of documents
is called the equivalence class, and the circle of interest concentrates on building it.
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In order to build the equivalence class of a document to align, the circle of
interest finds the minimal set of documents whose document type is likely to be the
most appropriate for the alignment. The search is done in the FCA lattice when the
document to align is inserted, i.e. the set of documents collected are the closest ones
in the lattice, thus the most similar. Notice that the focus of this technique is on an
efficient way to build the equivalence class, not on improving any similarity measure,
cf. [24, 21]. Section 4 presents a comparison on the accuracy of this technique against
an alternative approach.
3.3 Negotiation of Document Types
The use of CC paths to define documents and document types provides a solid basis
for a semantic alignment between multiple SMEs. However the freedom of SMEs to
define their own document types, or to modify the existing ones to suit their pur-
poses, means that companies will frequently receive documents using a type which
they do not currently use. In order to cater for this situation we use a negotiation
approach which enables the companies to find a mutually acceptable replacement
document type.
The devolved ontology [15] underpins the use of negotiation to support coor-
dinated actions that are focused on achieving semantic alignment among different
agents. The negotiation is modelled as a sequential decision making process. That
is, rather than relying on predicted outcomes, the participating agents process and
evaluate the information exchanged in order to decide whether to re-iterate the pro-
cess for achieving a better outcome or to terminate the negotiation. Yet the actual
protocol followed may differ from one another.
We have presented a negotiation protocol in [20] for reaching a semantic align-
ment among SMEs. We describe it here to complement the devolved ontology in
terms of implementation. The protocol itself is shown in Figure 6.
The negotiation protocol is designed to feature repeated rounds where replace-
ment concepts are proposed and replies are either sent in the form of counter pro-
posals, an acceptance of a proposed replacement or ending the negotiation. This
protocol is designed to offer agents an opportunity to reach an agreement at different
levels of granularity by offering replacement concepts where a particular concept or
a set of them is not understood by an agent. The different steps in which agent
actions are coordinated in a negotiation are described below. It should be kept in
mind that the agent negotiation process summarised in the following steps only fo-
cuses on the syntactic aspects of the negotiation i.e. how a sequence of negotiation
messages can establish mutual understanding of concepts.
1. The interaction protocol starts when the Sender SME sends a document D to
the Receiver SME.
2. The Receiver negotiator extracts the CC paths of the document, Ci. However
it cannot find a local document type closely corresponding to the document
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Fig. 6. A negotiation protocol
characterised by Ci. That is, the document is similar to more than one document
type.
3. The Receiver sends a Not-Understood message containing a formal object of
the type UnknownConcept. This object specifies the set of CC paths (i.e. the
document) that do not match any of the document types. Notice that the
misunderstanding is at the level of a document to a document type rather than
at the level of the CC paths universally agreed on.
4. Upon receiving this message the Sender negotiator creates a set of different
ways in which it could resend the basic information of the original message. This
might include adding new CC paths, removing certain CC paths or simply using
an entirely different structure by moving an aggregate core component to the
internal structure of another aggregate through an association core component
(see Section 2.3).
5. The Sender negotiator then sends a Propose message containing a set of objects
of the form ReplacementDocTypes(Ci, Ri) where Ci is the set of CC paths
in the original, not understood message and Ri is a set of CC paths defining
those document types which the Sender negotiator considers to be acceptable
replacements.
6. Upon receiving a set of replacement concepts, the Receiver negotiator evaluates
them to determine which ones are acceptable, and replies with the set Qi listing
those replacements considered acceptable.
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7. Steps 5 and 6 iterate until the Sender negotiator has a replacement format in
which both partners are happy for the message to be sent.
8. The Sender then resends the information from their original message with the
new, acceptable CC paths. Note that one option in the negotiation above was
for the Receiver negotiator to decide that the original CC paths in which the
message was sent was in fact optimal. In this case the message is not re-
sent.
Overall the negotiation fulfills its goal of facilitating an accurate long term align-
ment of the documents exchanged between SMEs who are in persistent communica-
tion, while also allowing every SME freedom to use the internal document types that
they desire. A case study on the negotiation within the devolved ontology is pre-
sented in Section 5 as a validation for achieving a semantic alignment in a network
of collaborating SMEs.
4 EXPERIMENTS ON ALIGNING DOCUMENTS
This section reports on the results of the experiments carried out on the document
alignment process. In [6] we reported on the feasibility of the circle of interest
technique for aligning documents. In this article we complement those results with
a comparison between the circle of interest and another well-known similar tech-
nique: case based, explained later on in this section. The purpose of the experi-
ments presented here is to demonstrate the accuracy and thus utility of the circle
of interest for a seamless semantic alignment among a network of collaborating
SMEs.
The experiments consist of aligning a new document to a document type. For
this purpose we use a set of “seed” documents from which we generate new docu-
ments to align. The seed documents were obtained from companies within the
consortium of the EC-funded project Commius3 and consist of six authorisations of
invoice, five delivery notes, nineteen invoices, five job assignments, and six purchase
orders, each of them slightly different from the others within the same type. This
natural variation among the seed documents helps make the experiments closer to
an every day setting.
Initially all documents are manually converted to collections of CC paths. In
a more automated version this process can be carried out by existing approaches,
e.g. [9]. Then a seed document from each type is selected randomly and is treated as
the definition of a document type. Afterwards a document to align is generated by
randomly selecting a seed document and introducing a 10% noise to it as a way to
make each generated document slightly different from the seed documents yet still
realistic. The noise is introduced by replacing, with a probability of 0.1, each CC
path with another one randomly selected. Removing and adding extra CC paths is
3 http://www.commius.eu/
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also possible. The noise introduced reflects the typical difference on contents from
one document to another even when they are of the same type.
Furthermore, we collected twenty six “chatter” e-mails which are typically ex-
changed between SMEs but which should not match to any document type. These
sort of e-mails refer to personal communication, non-work related discussions, opi-
nions, simple questions, announcements, etc. We consider chatter to occur with
a 0.2 probability in addition to the other documents. Thus chatter is also a docu-
ment type and new chatter emails are generated from the collected seeds e-mails
with a 10% noise as well.
We compare the circle of interest technique with a well-known technique based
on past cases: case based. The latter is chosen because of being parallel to the
circle of interest. In the latter the equivalence class is selected by comparing the
document to align with other documents close in the FCA lattice. In turn the case
based technique searches through all the aligned documents to find the most similar
one to the document to align, once it is found the document to align is simply
allocated to the same document type as the most similar existing document.
In both cases the comparison at the structural level (i.e. semantics) consists of
determining the presence of a CC path in the documents being compared. The more
CC path any two documents share, the more similar they are. The same applies for
having extra or missing CC paths.
The experiments consist of automatically generating a document and let each
algorithm to try aligning it to a document type. Because we already know the
seed document used, we also know the document type for the alignment. If an
algorithm selects the right one, it counts as a successful case for that algorithm.
After the document alignment, the document is placed in the semantic core with
the right document type the document belongs to regardless of the algorithms’
output. That is, for these experiments the learning process of the algorithms is fully
supervised.
Figure 7(a) depicts the number of successful alignments for a total of 1 500
generated documents. As can be appreciated, both algorithms initially take some
time to increase the number of successful cases due to their dependence on past cases
on which the internal comparison is based. In the same figure it can be appreciated
that the circle of interest eventually starts to produce a considerably higher number
of successful cases than the case based technique. This behaviour indicates that the
circle of interest is more accurate than the case based technique.
Figure 7(b) presents the confidence level of the same experiment, i.e. it shows
the variation of the percentage of successful cases. As can be seen, the case based
algorithm is more confident initially than the circle of interest. However just after
a hundred documents it becomes less confident until dropping to 0.47, whereas the
circle of interest gains more confidence for the rest of the experiments, up to 0.88.
This complements the previous graph indicating that the circle of interest is more
accurate and confident than the case based algorithm.
The reason for the case based technique to show such a behaviour is because
it considers a single point for aligning a document, i.e. the most similar document
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(a) Successful cases.
(b) Confidence level.
Fig. 7. Experimental results on document alignment. Notice that the X-axis is not on
scale, yet this does not affect the presented results.
to the one to align. In contrast, the circle of interest calculates a membership to
a document type based on a set of the most similar documents. In addition, the
membership function can be seen as a function for reaching a consensus among the
most similar documents.
In summary, the circle of interest is a promising approach for aligning documents
as part of reaching a semantic alignment as indicated by the devolved ontology [15].
This renders suitable for application in network of collaborating SMEs where docu-
ments are exchanged.
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5 A CASE STUDY ON NEGOTIATION
In this section we present a scenario which illustrates the operation of the architec-
ture, especially the negotiation process, proposed within this paper and described in
Section 3. We refer to the small network of SMEs shown in Figure 5 for this scenario
mainly from the point of view of the SME A. We also concentrate on the evolution of
the semantic core of SME A after an alignment triggered by an incoming document of
an unknown type. For the sake of simplicity the FCA concept lattices we show por-
tray the objects as “Doc01” (document) and the attributes as “CCP01” (CC path).
Fig. 8. Initial semantic core
Initially let us say that SME A downloads and installs a software distribution
of the devolved ontology containing an initial set of documents and document types
depicted in Figure 8. In the same figure we see five documents belonging each
to a different document type (i.e. formal concept) represented by the nodes with
a document attached to it. For example, the document type representing Doc01
contain the CC paths CCP01 and CCP02, the latter shared by two other document
types representing Doc02 and Doc04. Notice that the document type representing
Doc03 is a sub concept of the document type representing Doc05.
Elsewhere, SME B and SME C independently download and install the same
software distribution, and proceed to customise it to their own needs and legacy
systems. SME B, for example, adds a new document type to its semantic core; this
is a concept defined by the document instance Doc07 with the CC paths CCP01,
CCP03 and CCP05. CCP05 is a new information token not used in the initial set
of document types. On the other hand, SME C specialises its own semantic core by
creating a new document type defined by Doc06 and the CC paths CCP01, CCP02
and CCP03.
After the initial setup is complete, both SME B and SME C interact with SME A.
SME B sends a message using Doc6 and SME C sends a document using Doc7. In
both cases this triggers the negotiation protocol described previously in this paper.
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Fig. 9. Semantic core at SME A after collaborating with SME B and SME C
Since the three companies plan to interact extensively in the future, both new doc-
ument types are of interest to SME A. This results in both negotiations concluding
that SME A should add the documents in question to their set of internal docu-
ments. The resulting set of internal documents at SME A is depicted in Figure 9
which makes explicit the subconcept – superconcept relationship between the docu-
ment type with Doc06 and the two document types with Doc01 and Doc02. Doc07,
which uses a different set of information tokens, can be seen to one side.
Fig. 10. Semantic core at SME D
Now we consider the cases where another company, SME D, has the internal
document types shown in Figure 10. Note that SME D uses some information tokens
not featured in SME A’s existing document types. SME D then sends a document
of type Doc08 to SME A and, after negotiation, SME A again adds it to their set of
internal document types. The resultant set of internal document types can be seen
in Figure 11. This case illustrates how the shared set of information tokens allows
a level of interoperability to be achieved even where there is little overlap in terms
of actual document types.
In addition to the purely additive way in which the set of document types has
been developed here, the system can support other forms of interoperability, for
instance:
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Fig. 11. Semantic core at SME A after collaborating with SME D
• If SME A received a document containing CCP01, CCP02 and CCP08 then they
might choose to disregard the document type specialisation role of CCP08 and
treat the document as if it is the same type as Doc01. The presence of CCP08
is thus not critical for the correct treatment of this document, and SME A
do not need to alter their internally chosen set of documents. For instance the
purchase order sent by SME Dmay contain some specialised delivery information
in addition to the delivery address. SME A would still despatch the order as
usual, and leave the transporting company to make use this piece of information.
• If SME A were to be sent a document containing CCP01 and CCP03 then
they might contact the company who sent it (say SME D), informing that they
can process it as Doc07 if only it also contained CCP05. Say SME A receives
a general business enquiry, which they can treat as a “quite request” but only
if it contained a quantity or each item (CCP05). The sender will provide the
quantity and SME A will process the document.
The scenario presented here depicts the functionality and utility of the nego-
tiation, which along with the document alignment process within the architecture
demonstrate the applicability of the devolved ontology engineered for a seamless
semantic alignment in a network of SMEs.
6 DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
Existing work on semantic alignment mostly focuses on fixing a unique meaning
(semantics) through a commitment to a common ontology, which is used as meta-
data that is shared by all collaborating entities. The predominant use of ontology
to foster semantic alignment is reflected by the numerous research efforts in the area
of ontology modelling. This has also given rise to standards like Resource Descrip-
tion Framework4 (RDF) and its elaboration in Web Ontology Language5 (OWL)
4 http://www.w3.org/RDF/
5 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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along with other related standards, namely the Web Service Modelling Ontology6
(WSMO) and Web Service Modelling Language7 (WSML). A common aspect of
these standards is to establish a universal medium for information exchange based
upon XML syntax.
To further complement the approaches to ontological modelling a number of
tools for ontology editing, storage and querying are now available. These include
several semantic frameworks for accessing and manipulating documents [5, 11]. The
proponents of creating domain specific ontologies and in particular their extension
as common ontologies envision (achieving) semantic alignment through agreement
over the use of common ontologies. We have seen that with the engineering of the
devolved ontology this is not necessary.
Moreover, an agreement on common semantic model (ontology) means that
the approach for semantic alignment will be typically centralised. In this respect,
many have recognised that the use of single ontology is untenable in a distributed
environment [7]. This has led to research in ontology alignment, which is typically
realised by mapping one ontology to another or by creating some meta-structure to
relate ontologies, cf. the KRAFT project8.
In particular, OntoMorph [2] is another approach consisting of a rule based sys-
tem that “re-writes” the syntax and semantic when merging ontologies represented
in symbolic knowledge bases. A similar approach is called OntoMerge [4]. Yet an-
other approach, FCA-merge [17], combines ontologies acquired from documents and
merges them in an FCA lattice. Nevertheless this approach requires a knowledge en-
gineer. In contrast, with the devolved ontology only using the CC paths is necessary
to achieve a seamless semantic alignment.
The approaches for merging and mapping ontologies aim to come up with a single
global ontology that combines the information sources from various ontologies [8].
However, both mapping and merging approaches are prone to scalability issues and
require huge efforts when it comes to adding or mapping new ontologies in the
global ontology, e.g. when a new company/partner wants to join a consortium or
existing network of collaborating companies. Moreover, in both cases, i.e. merging
and mapping, one must learn the local structures and create appropriate mapping
rules or meta-structures, which can be complex and cumbersome.
Also, mapping rules typically cater for one-to-one mappings, e.g. contact =
phone number. However, many concepts in business documents involve relationships
requiring complex mapping rules, such as address = building number, street name,
city, postcode, country. Hence the development of techniques for automatically
constructing complex mapping rules is an important prerequisite for the application
of these approaches in real scenarios, such as the one presented in this article.
Another approach that addresses the semantic alignment issue advocates the
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cepts [16]. The partial shared approach tries to combine the benefits of merging and
mapping without overlooking the scalability issues, i.e. new information sources can
be added in a shared ontology, which is maintained as a separate resource from the
private ontologies of collaborating entities.
However, like the previous approaches this approach also uses mapping rules to
translate the concepts from the private ontologies into the shared one. Establishing
such mapping rules may require sophisticated mechanisms to interpret and even
re-write the shared ontology. Moreover, this approach does not represent a suitable
solution when multiple entities are accessing a shared ontology because an agreement
between a private ontology and the shared ontology may not represent an ideal
fit/preference for all parties that are sharing the ontology.
Finally, document classification can be related to semantic alignment if a spe-
cific group or class is looked for for a given document. [22] considers a model of
neural networks to classify Reuters news articles. Initially classes of news have to
be defined, cf. defining document types, so that the neural network could be trained
with a specific set of pre-classified news before setting the neural network to work.
Regardless of the incompatibility between document classification and document
alignment, our approach using the circle of interest does not require a training stage
as can be appreciated in the experiments presented in Section 4. Additionally, [3]
presents an algorithm to cluster documents automatically by being modelled as
flocking birds. The result is that birds (i.e. documents) cluster according to their
similarities. Nevertheless the approach does not consider adding new documents.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this article we engineered the devolved ontology approach to support a seamless
semantic alignment among a network of SMEs. We described the devolved onto-
logy approach, how the ontologies are represented, and how to semantically describe
documents using information tokens. All these function as the basis for the concep-
tual architecture supporting a semantic alignment at two levels: within an SME and
at a network of collaborating SMEs. A document alignment process underpinned
by the circle of interest technique is then identified as necessary to support the
SME level whereas a negotiation protocol describes how any two SMEs can reach
an alignment at the network level.
Experiments on the accuracy and confidence of the circle of interest technique
for document alignment is presented. The results show that the technique is more
accurate and with a higher confidence than a well-known, similar case based tech-
nique. This validates the suitability of the circle of interest for document alignment
within the devolved ontology.
Then a case study is presented exemplifying how the negotiation protocol helps
reach a seamless semantic alignment. Initially the semantic cores of collaborating
SMEs are specialised according to their specific (business) use, yet they are still
able to reach an alignment which does not compromise the structures of their own
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document types. Such an alignment occurs even when an SME does not contain
a initial shared set of document types. This maintains the claim that such an
implementation of the devolved ontology supports a semantic alignment seamlessly
among SMEs.
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